SG Charter Antiquated, Council Proxy Charges

By RALPH DANHEISER

Charging that the charter of Student Government is fifty years behind the times, Jared Jussim, SG President, last Thursday called for a complete re-evaluation of SG's structure.

In his welcoming speech at council's first meeting of the term, Jussim called for the formation of a student-faculty committee to investigate the organization of council, and suggested revisions which would "make the student government what it should be."

Expanding Functions

The SG charter is outdated, Jussim said, because council now has powers and responsibilities beyond those specified in the charter. Over the years, Jussim explained, council's powers have expanded, but the charter has not been revised to include the broadened powers.

Seeking to clarify the chain of command in SG and to smooth out the legislative process, Jussim recommended the student-faculty committee. He envisions the committee as an advisory group of experts in various phases of administration and government which would examine every aspect of SG and make constructive recommendations.

Jussim also cited the need to alter SC's public relations and gain the respect and support of students, faculty, and administration.

Also at Thursday's meeting, council adopted a new set of bylaws concerning the operation of the John H. Finley Student Center. Under these rules, which will remain in effect until the newly established Board of Advisors meets for the first time, the student Board of Managers will originate the day-to-day operation of the Center. Joe DeBraos was re-appointed chairman of the Board which will consist of a director, an assistant director, two ex-officio members from the Social Functions and Facilities Agencies, and five other members.

In other action, council filled several committee and agency vacancies. Jack Levine was elected chairman of the Civil Liberties Committee, Ralph Dannheisser was named chairman of the Membership Committee, Bohdan Lukachwycz was picked to head the Internal Affairs Committee, and Alan Levine will chair the Academic Affairs Committee.

New Appointments

Gloria Kingsley was appointed chairman of the SG International Agency, Ken Wellswan was re-appointed Facilities Agency chairman, and Bernie Heinichen was chosen to head the Social Functions Agency. Council also voted to hire Fred Boreti and Joe Remick to six-month and one-year terms on the Student Court respectively.

The candidate must also satisfy: He/She must have served as one of the two ranking officers of a chartered organization at the College and be at least a junior during the term of office. If the candidate has attended SDA meetings or worked with an SDA subcommittee during the term of candidacy, they must also satisfy: He/She will be able to present an interesting proposal or project to the campus community.
Fewer Frosh Enter in Feb.

Only 270 freshmen entered the College this semester, a drop of about 100 from last February's already small registration. Total registration, however, remained about the same as last spring, at approximately 6,550.

The relatively small entering class for the spring term is due to the increasing use of the annual promotion system in high schools, according to Mr. Robert L. Register (Registrar). Of the entering freshmen, 163 enrolled in the School of Liberal Arts, and 100 entered the School of Technology.

Mr. Register credited the lighter spring enrollment with simplifying registration procedure and alleviating the closed section problem this term. Four hundred fewer students registered this semester than in the fall.
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When classes are through
And your girl's close to you
Here's a good thing to do—have a CAMEL!

—Man, that's pure pleasure!

It's a psychological fact:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
—more people get more pure pleasure from Camel than from any other cigarette!
No other cigarette is so rich-textured, yet so mild!
Professorial Promotions Awarded to Forty-Nine

Dr. Buell G. Gallagher announced today that forty-nine members of the College’s faculty and staff have received promotions, if any.

The Speech Association of America has elected Dr. Lester T. Peery to the presidency for the coming year.

A member of the faculty at the College, Professor Thonssen had previously served as vice-president of the AFA, and as editor of its research journal, Speech Monographs.

Draf tin Situation Looks Hopeful, Says Dr. Taft

The possibility of completing a college education and starting on graduate work before induction into the armed services is “very good” for most students, according to Dr. Arthur Taft, Director of Veteran and Selective Service Affairs. Last year no students at the College were drafted.

Draft Boards are now calling men twenty-three years of age and older. Although the draft is being stepped up, the present situation will continue because of the large number of voluntary enlistments, Dr. Taft said.

The list of eligible students around the ages of nineteen-and-a-half or twenty to take the draft deferment test will be given twice yearly. The next examination will be given Thursday, April 19. Any college student who has not taken the test previously in eligible to apply. Those who want to take the examination must apply to their local draft board before Monday, March 5.

Deferments are given on the basis of school average and the mark obtained on the deferment test. Students who are drafted during the middle of the semester will be given an automatic deferment until the end of the semester term, when they can apply for a regular deferment.

Job Prospects Remain Bright

The present outlook for obtaining jobs continues to be good for graduates and students seeking jobs, according to Dr. John B. Bonforte, Director of the Placement Bureau.

This semester approximately one hundred large firms, including such companies as General Electric, Bendix, Bethlehem Steel, and the New York Central Railroad, will come to the College to interview students.

A majority of the companies will be for engineering students, twenty per cent for commerce students, and about one per cent of the companies will interview Liberal Arts students.

Bonforte explained that all June and August graduates, regardless of degree, who will be seeking jobs, should register with the Placement Bureau, Room 119 Finley Student Center immediately. The Bureau must have time to obtain positions, Mr. Bonforte advised.

Those students wanting summer hotel or camp jobs should file their applications with the Welfare Scholarship and Camp Interviewer, beginning tomorrow. Students interested in liberal arts and social science technical positions in New York City must register with the Placement Bureau, Room 119 Finley Student Center on Tuesday, April 19. The Placement Bureau is open from 9:45 AM to 4 PM.

“All students should learn to balance their studies,” Mr. Bonforte advised, “Liberal Arts and Science students should take at least one course every term, and they should have a working knowledge of typing and stenography.”

Part-Time Jobs Unfilled

A Liberal Arts student who does not have basic skills or business experience must have an outstanding personality in order to compete successfully for clerical and management trainee positions. Bonforte continued. He also pointed out that there are many part-time jobs available for graduates doing a five, thirty-five or fifty cents an hour higher, which cannot be filled because students lack these abilities.

The College Placement Bureau has been unable to place three hundred and eighty students last year, including 900 summer positions. The Placement Division, which includes both the employment and downtown offices, sends out about 40,000 pieces of mail to obtain available jobs.

City Fraternity Stunt Causes Near Riot at Queens College

By BARRY MALLIN

An attempt to revitalize the campus spirit in the spring ended in a fracas at Queens College last week. It all started when several members of a fraternity, City College, journeyed to the Flushing Campus at 3 AM on Tuesday morning, January 25, to play a practical joke on rival Queens’ frat. They hoisted a red, white and yellow flag on the top of the main flagpole at the college and cut the ropes, making it virtually impossible to bring it down.

Queen’s officials, who discovered the flag next morning, were only partially convinced, and where it came from.

The problem of getting through it down, though, proved to be the most difficult part. Archers, using bows and arrows, tried to get a hookline into the flag but failed. Finally, after five frustrating hours, a physics professor, using an inflated balloon with a hook,
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Dr. Peery (a former Deke member but not of this Chapter), in re- sponse to a flag stunt, provided Peery with a hold on the North Pole. Arrangements are now being made for the return of the flag.

The Deke girls got the Deke men to wear small bags, which they will retire to a place of honor in the frat house, to commemorate the triumph at Queens College.

Case License Regulations for Teachers

The Board of Education recently eased the eligibility requirements for licenses to enable liberal arts students to take examinations for teaching positions.

The new regulations, which are expected to graduate in December 1956 and 1957, provide that after having obtained a B.S. degree in a liberal arts field, pupils may take the examinations.

Mr. Jerry B. Roth, the Board’s Director of Education, said that the regulations were the result of two years of study by the Board and the New York State Education Department.

The final dates for filing applications for Junior High School substitutes examinations are: Science—March 2, 1956

Mathematics—May 10, 1956
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**Royal Honor**

Professor Simon Lissim (Art) was named an honorary member of the Royal Society of Arts of England last week. He is the only resident of the United States to receive this honor.

A fellow of the society since 1950, Prof. Lissim is noted for his work in the fields of painting, design, illustration and ceramics.

Prof. Lissim is also the head of the Art Education Project of the New York Public Library, and has had one-man shows of his paintings in various museums throughout the country.

His work is non-permanent, since it is from the Victoria and Albert Museum of London, the Museum of Luxembourg and Museum of Decorative Arts in Paris, as well as at museums in the Hague, Prague, Vienna and the Brooklyn Museum.

Professor Lissim is also an honorary member of the Royal Society of Miniature Painters. Sculptors and Gravers in England.

**Registration Discovered To Be Tremendous Plot**

By PETER FRANKLIN

To many students, the whole unpleasant business of registration seems to be a gigantic plot, and in a way it is.

Early in the preceding term, for this mass hysteria in the registration room, began their plotting. These are the advisors of the members of the Registrar's Office, and the students who work under the direction of Mr. Peter Prehn. Assistant Registrar.

After Mr. Prehn and his staff have sorted and filed the elected card-concentration cards that students have handed in, they get their red pencil sets, and are ready to start closing classes. Unfortunately, they must wait for the six days of registration to begin.

The students are not only sent through this mess called registration, they pay for it. The cost of registering each student is about one dollar, which comes of registering each student is to begin.

Two reasons were given by Mr. George Prehn, of the registrar's office, for not using the card file. He felt that since the total man-hours spent registering students is over six hundred, it would be a waste of time.

After every student is registered, the headaches really begin. This ordeal is popularly known as late registration. Here, students who have forgotten about classes, taken too many hours, have conflicts, go through the mill all over again.

At Brooklyn College they do use aspirin, they use IBM machines. They register 5,000 students in two days. The next step of registering into individual classes is performed in one of the two gymnasiums. There is no commotion from room to room; the entire procedure is completed in one place.

"Of course," one of the staff members pointed out, "City College has three schools, while Brooklyn College has only one.

**NSA Receives Ford Donation**

The Ford Foundation's Fund for the Republic has given the National Student Association $3000 to publish Academic Freedom. We want to reach all colleges and universities across the nation. The book has been completed for the third week in April.

Among the activities already planned by the College's Academic Freedom Week Conferee are two debates, one on "Religion in the Schools," and the other on "The Right of Parents to Choose Their Children's Education." No speakers have been chosen yet.

In addition, a presentation of "The Troublemakers," a play by George Price, dealing with academic freedom, and a dance, have been scheduled. Adair Stevens, former director of the Student Council and Malcom Phillips, have been invited to deliver talks in the keynote address.

A parallel assembly, similar to one held in England, at which non-student speakers address the audience, has been planned. The speeches will be the center of attention, in front of the Student Center. The Committee will also encourage clubs, to name a few, about programs related to academic freedom.

**Spot Cash for Discarded Books**

(yes, even books discontinued at your college)

We pay top prices for books in current demand. Bring them in NOW before time depreciates their value.

BARNES & NOBLE, Inc.
105 Fifth Avenue at 18th St., New York 3, N. Y.
The Long Journey

It is true that a journey of a thousand miles is begun with a single step. Another step on that journey was taken last week with the Student-Faculty Committee on Student Activities. But the trek has not been completed.

While Observation Post applauds SPCSA's action making its standing committees chosen by general elections, the applause is tempered by the knowledge that this action was long overdue. However, it is heartening to know that student referendum is being given more weight than just a mere formalism in their governing their own activities. Unfortunately, this mandate is not always regarded, as in the case of membership lists, and so the road still stretches before us.

The idea that of having SPCSA as an appeals board without the power to initiate legislation, must not be forgotten, and the action taken last month should not be considered as the end of the affair.

Ye Olde Council

Jared Jussemin, Student council president, is looking forward by looking backwards. At Council's meeting last week it was announced that the Student Government's charter is "fifty years behind the times." While the choosing of "fifty years" seems more for purposes of rhetoric than of reason, Jussemin's point is well taken.

The last few years, have seen the SC and SG expanding like an enormous tree. While this is generally a good thing, the past few years have been more for purposes of rhetoric than of reason, Jussemin's point is well taken.

The bookstore is looking for a few "pancake Breakfasts to fill beneath 288 beans.

The store is now in possession of its own computer equipment in order to speed up the sales process. A new chair has been added which has been more for purposes of rhetoric than of reason, Jussemin's point is well taken.
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288 Beanie Desire Heads
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Tourney...

In order to "stimulate" prospective pug-pug-pony push you to your straightest, the first annual Tournament will be held in the Indiana Student Center on Thursday, Feb. 15. This novel event will include the following events and competitors.

Contact Jerry Glengrock in Room 323 Indiana. An entrance fee of 25 cents will be charged.
"Five" Loses to Wagner, St. Francis; Levy Stars

The basketball team lost to the Wingate Gym, and to St. Francis, 76-55, on January 10, in the second Conference. Brownolk, the Bear's only man, and Wagner, the Beaver's strong st W. The first saw the lead change hands twice. The Bear's lead in the second saw the break in the minute, while the Beaver's lead was played Wagner's heralded center, Charles "Lonnie" West. The Bear's lead was 8-7, but that was the last for five minutes of the half.

The Owls triumph over Matmen

Leading by ten points after the first two matches, the Beaver wrestlers could not hold off a Temple rally, and suffered a 21-13 defeat at Temple University on Saturday, January 14.

The Owls, unable to enter a 135-pound wrestler, were forced to forfeit the first contest. Ame dec Quabish made the score 10-0 when he pinned H. Mayerson in the second event.

Temple's Bill Simmons pinned Vince Norman in the 137 pound division, and Bill's brother Dick won the 147 competition by pinning Fred Staton to even the count at 10-10.

Fighting for the last time in a Leopard uniform, Co-Captain Ira Zingmund (137) dislocated his elbow in a battle with Jack Scandian, and Temple gained the lead.

Hugh Cichon then defeated City's Mike Steuerman in the 167 pound tussle, and Scandian's brother Jerry outpointed 177 pounder Al Wolk.

In the heavyweight match, Jim Zuzunaga defeated 285-pound Bobo wicz for the Beavers last three points.

Fencers... Continued from Page Eight

28 in the Wingate Gym was panned by foil and sabre teams, each winning six of their nine bouts.

After the first round of fencing the Levander trailed 5-4, despite a clean sweep in the saber. Yale maintained its lead going into the third round by its domination of the Beaver epee team, which, at that point, had won one only of the bouts. However, in the final round the Beavers staged a rally which, in the words of Coach Lucia, was "a magnificent demonstration of team spirit." They swept the foil and epee two for three to the saber and epee, winning the meet 12-13.

In foil Joel Wolfe scored three victories, while Captain Morton Giansanti scored two of the three Elm Mills led the sabremen with another triple victory.

On Wednesday, January 11 the Beavers bowed to NYU, 19-18, at Washington Square. The Violets took the win 5-1, epee 6-3, and saber 5-4.

Baseball coach John LaPlace fractured his left leg in a skiing mishap at Franconia, New Hampshires, on Wednesday, Jan. 25. Mr. LaPlace will return to school today to open baseball practice. His leg will remain in cast for an indefinite period.

Students interested in joining either the indoor or outdoor track squads are invited to attend practice in Lewishohn Stadium daily beginning at 3 PM. Coach Harry de Girocom will be on hand to answer any questions.

LaPlace coach Leon A. "Chief" Miller is conducting practice daily from 4-6 PM in Lewishohn Stadium. "The 'Chief' will screen inexperienced as well as veteran stickmen, and is especially eager to have lower termers report to the practice sessions.

Due to a technical misunderstanding on the part of the voting committee the Beavers failed to place anyone on the All-State soccer squad. Details of the error have not been released.

GIVE TO CANCER FUND

Mermen Beaten Twice; Title Hopes Almost Gone

For want of the relay, the points were lost; for want of the points, the meet was lost; for want of the meet, the championship was lost... and all for the want of a relay win.

That was the story as the College's swimming team dropped two meets during the past month, and lost all but a slight chance to repeat as Metropolitan Conference champions.

On Saturday, January 28, the Mariners played host to the Kings Point Merchant Marine Academy, and finished on the short end of a 48-36 score. But despite the two points spread, the meet was extremely close, and was decided solely on the first event, the 400-yard freestyle relay.

At the end of the first nine events, the Mariners led by a 41-36 count. But since the final was worth seven points, the Beavers were still in the contest, and a victory in the relay would have enabled them to remain unbeaten in league competition.

The Mariners copped the event going away, however, and left the Beavers with little hope of repeating as conference champions. To add insult to injury, the defeat ended a seventeen-meet Leaver winning streak against league opponents.

The Beavers had not lost a conference contest since a 1961 defeat at the hands of New York University.

On Wednesday, January 11, the Beavers lost a non-league match to Columbia University 50-34, at the Wingate pool. The principle reason for their loss to the Lions was the outstanding performance turned in by Columbia's Dave Orik. Orik won the 100-yard freestyle event, the only individual competition in which he entered. In addition to that he anchored both of the Light Blue relay teams to victory.

The only bright spot in the Beaver performances was the consistent winning of team captain Jim Johnson. Johnson exhibited his versatility by winning the 100-yard backstroke, the 440-yard freestyle, and the 220-yard free in the Kings Point meet.

THE STUDENTS SAVE MORE AT BARNES & NOBLE'S BOOKSTORE

YOU CAN SAVE DOLLARS AND GET ALL YOUR TEXTBOOKS QUICKLY OVER 1,000,000 USED AND NEW BOOKS IN STOCK

Top cash paid for your discarded texts—yes, even for books discontinued on your campus! Bring them in NOW while they are still in demand.

FREE BOOK COVERS... BLOTTERS... PROGRAM CARDS

BARNES & NOBLE, INC.
America's Foremost Educational Bookhouse since 1874
105 FIFTH AVE AT 18TH STREET
Closing Hours Jan. 30 thru Feb. 11—7 P.M. Sat. — 5:30 P.M.
Week of Feb. 13—6:30 P.M. (including Lincoln's Birthday)
Always open Thursdays until 8:45 P.M.
Fourth Win for Taylor
As Grapplers Rout NYU

Led by Al Taylor, who won his fourth straight intercollegiate match by a fall, the Beaver wrestlers swamped their rivals from NYU, 21-11, Saturday afternoon at the Insiders Watsoning Square Gym. The team was the team's fourth in five meets.

The Lavender completely outflawed the Violets, winning five of the eight individual contests, four by falls. Unicale to enter a 12-pounder, NYU forfeited the opening match. It was the second consecutive forfeit victory for City's Sal Sorbera.

Taylor pinned Manny Ines with a three-quarter nelson at 145 of the 130 pound match to open up a 10-0 lead for the Beavers.

NYU registered its first score in a pin for Al Patterson over Bernie Woods, with a half nelson in the 137 pound competition.

Fred Starita outpointed the Violets, winning five of the campaign. Poly, a wide open battle, and Eldridge Lansen defeated Al Wolk, 14-12, for the Violet's last two points.

In the 167 and 177 pound events the Beavers established a team score of 138-8, as against 1209 for Poly.

Leading the Sharpshooters was team high scorer Sal Sorbera, who shot 287, his best mark of the year. Sorbera's previous high was 286, against Rutgers University. John Marciniak, with 280, also helped pace the Lavender attack.

In the contest on Thursday, January 12, the Tech Day School proved to be much tougher than the evening session, and best the City marksmen at the Poly range.

The Beavers, suffering a letdown on Saturday in the Goethals Gymnasium, returned to winning ways Saturday by swamping the Fordham University marksmen, 58-25, in a Metropolitan Conference meet at the Lafayette Stadium.

The pattern of the meet was established in the first two events when the Beavers, out of a 13-1 lead, Larry Paulimei and Joe White finished one-two in the 220-yard free-style, following a Lavender victory in the opening relay.

Ritchie Silverstein, the only double winner of the meet, then toped the College's lead to 18-5, when he led two Rams home in the 50-yard freestyle relay.

Team captain Jim Johnson took first place for the Beavers in the 200-yard individual medley. Jerry Lopatin was second, followed by Fordham's Dave Reilly, giving the Beavers a 26-6 margin.

The diving event went to the
The College's basketball team just about hit rock bottom Thursday night, when it was routed, 96-66, by little Rider College in Trenton, New Jersey.

The defeat was the Beavers' City was never in the game as the Rider five jumped off to an 18-5 lead in the first seven minutes of play. The Beavers closed the gap to four points midway through the first half but never came any closer. Rider hit on forty of seventy-three shots, most of them from the outside.

The Broncos had a six-man team in double figures. Richie Krol, a 5-11 junior, who has been used sparingly up to now, may have won himself a starting slot in the Hunter game Wednesday. Friedman came into the game with twelve minutes remaining and scored nine points, hitting on three of four shots from the field.

After the Beavers came back to within four points of the Broncos (19-23) in the first half, Rider broke loose for fourteen points while City was shooting three, to make the score 37-32.

A basket by Joe Bennardo and three straight times for baskets, giving Rider their biggest margin.

Syd Levy Scores Seventeen


the Beavers came back from a 41-30 half-time deficit to win the game, 92-40, were quickly dispatched. The Trentonites refused to play dead and began to roll up the score. With half of the period history, Rider led, 67-41. Richie Adams then drove past the Lavender defenders three straight times for baskets, giving Rider their biggest margin.

Fencers Top Eli, 15-12
Bow to Princeton, NYU

In three intercollegiate meets held during intersession the College's fencing varsity scored a 15-12 victory over Yale, but bowed before the blades of NYU, 19-8, and Princeton, 17-10.

For the Beavers in sabre, Elia Mills scored a triple victory, while Joel Wolfe went three in foil. Norman Zafman defeated Al Hoffman and Kim Hoitson.

The Yale victory on January 15th was the College's basketball team's eighth loss of the season.

Wrestlers Cop AAU Tourney

Nine of the College's wrestlers traveled to Boston, Mass., over the intersession recess and emerged with the New England Association of the Amateur Athletic Union (NEAAAU) championship in competition held in the Boston YMCA, the oldest "Y" in the country.

Wrestling against Brown University, Boston University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and several local athletic clubs and "Y's," the Beaver matmen compiled a total of seventeen points to gain the team trophy. Brown was second with eight tallies. The scoring was based on five points for winning a divisional title, three for finishing second, and one for placing third.

A quintet of lightweight competitors combined to give the Beavers their triumph. Sal Sibilia, the Beavers' four-letter man and wrestling co-captain, won the 123-pound title. Two of his teammates, Sam Berkowitz and Richie Reis, finished 2-3 behind the Lavender's "Big Mouth Mike." Al Taylor, the College's 175-pound standout, defeated teammate Bernie Woods for the 136-pound crown. Vince Norman, Pat Woods, Sonny Golia and Leo Goldberg were the other Lavender representatives.